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Transitional CGT Measures
Under Super Reform
Garth McNally
Director

The purpose of the
measures

Why the need for relief?
• Introduction of the $1.6m transfer balance cap
rules
– Clients may need to move assets back to
accumulation phase to meet the $1.6m cap
– Large
L
unrealised
li d capital
it l gains
i could
ld exist;
i t these
th
would
ld
otherwise have been tax free
– The SMSF may no longer be 100% in pension phase
due to the $1.6m cap
– A single asset supporting a pension may now be
valued at more than $1.6m hence can no longer be
segregated
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Overview

Key points to note
• The CGT relief provisions are only relevant for the
2017FY
• The CGT relief provisions only apply to assets still
held in the fund on 30 June 2017 and were held
at 9 November 2016
• Each asset is looked at in isolation: CGT relief
measures apply per asset
• The CGT relief provisions are optional! For some
clients they may be better off NOT utilising the
relief!

Key points to note
• The cost base of asset can be reset to market value,
either:
– Pooled approach: either as at 30 June 2017 or
– segregated approach: the day trustees decide asset is no
longer a segregated asset

• Trustee action required
d – not automatic
• A written election in approved from required
– election irrevocable once made

• Election needs to be lodged by due date (or extension)
• Resetting cost base will also reset 12 month general
CGT discount (1/3rd) time frame
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Background

Pooled asset approach (unsegregated)
• All fund assets are
pooled for all members
• Income on assets is
pooled
• Expenses are pooled
• ECPI based on actuarial
certificate

SMSF
Overallll asset
O
pool
Accumulation
accounts

Pension Accounts

Segregated asset approach
Segregated
non current
pension assets

SMSF

Accumulation
assets
Term
Deposit

Shares

Segregated
current
pension assets

Pension
assets

Shares

• Specific fund assets
are identified as
being pension or
accumulation
• Income / Expenses
identified per asset

Property
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Transitional CGT relief

Applying the relief
• As per LCG 2016/8, CGT relief will apply
differently depending on the funds structure:
1. Was
1
W the
th fund
f d using
i the
th segregated
t d assett method
th d
2. Did the fund move from segregated assets to
pooled assets
3. Did the fund continue to use the pooled method

Fund using the segregated
asset method during pre‐
commencement period
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When would this apply?
• Trustees have identified specific assets as
being held solely for pensions
– segregated current pension assets

• Could also apply where the fund is entirely
(100%) in pension phase

Eligibility criteria
• CGT asset was a segregated current pension asset at 9
November 2016 but stopped being such an asset at a
time (the 'cessation time’) probably moved to being a
segregated non‐current (pension) asset; and
pre‐commencement
commencement
• Fund held asset throughout the pre
period (disregarding the deemed sale and repurchase
of the asset by the fund because CGT relief applies);
• Fund is a complying superannuation fund from start of
pre‐commencement period to time asset stopped
being a segregated current pension asset, and
• Trustee chooses for CGT relief to apply to the asset.

How does the asset cease being a
segregated pension asset?
• A member transfers value back to the accumulation phase
and the fund re‐characterises an asset in that period as a
segregated non‐current asset to support the value transfer
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Outcome
• The SMSF trustees can apply the CGT relief to
the assets that were supporting the pensions
and no longer are supporting pensions due to
the $1
$1.6m
6m cap or TTR changes
• The trustees could not apply the CGT relief to
assets that remain in the segregated current
pension pool
– Is that really an issue?

Example: LCG 2016/8
• Refer to the “Tina & Adam” example notes…
– Will the value of the assets moved out of the pension pool
be exactly the required amount to get below $1.6m?
• Is this likely to actually occur?

– Or
– Will the value of the assets moved out of the pension pool
exceed the required amount to get below $1.6m?
• More likely?

Tax outcomes
• As the asset was a segregated pension asset at
the time of the deemed sale, CGT is
disregarded as usual
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Fund using the segregated
asset method but moved
to pooled approach

When would this apply?
• Where SMSF trustees had been using the segregated
asset approach but moved to proportionate method
during 9/11/16 – 30/6/17
• Common examples:
– 1 single fund asset: can no longer be segregated due to
$1.6m cap restriction
– 1 single asset held for both TTR and standard pension, TTR
ceases and moves back to accumulation

Eligibility criteria
• The CGT asset was a segregated current pension
asset at 9 November 2016
• The CGT asset ceases to be a segregated pension
asset some time before 30 June 2017
• The trustee chooses for CGT relief to apply to the
asset
Keep in mind that “an” asset can not be both a
pension and accumulation asset
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Example: LCG 2016/8
• Refer to the “Sue & Ben” example in notes:
– Is Sue and Ben’s position similar to that of your
affected clients?
‘affected’

Fund continued to use the
pooled approach

When would this apply?
• SMSF trustees were using pooled approach for
assets at 9 November 2016
• Continued to use pooled approach until 30
June 2017
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Eligibility criteria
• Fund is a complying superannuation fund
throughout the pre‐commencement period, and
held the asset throughout that period
• For 2016‐17
2016 17 income year, funds ECPI exceeds zero
• Throughout pre‐commencement period, asset
was not a segregated current pension asset or a
segregated non‐current asset, and
• Trustee chooses for CGT relief to apply to the
asset

Outcome
• SMSF trustees can apply transitional CGT relief
to one or all of the fund’s CGT assets
• This would also be relevant for TRIS clients
even if TRIS continues
– “The value of an interest supporting a TRIS does not
need to be transferred to the accumulation phase for
a fund to qualify for CGT relief where the fund
continues to use the proportionate method in the pre‐
commencement period”

Example: LCG 2016/8
• Refer to the “Joe & Lin” example in notes
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Tax outcomes
• Trustees will have two options:
– Include capital gain in 2017 accounts; or
– Defer capital gain until asset is actually sold
– Tax outcome based on the % of fund’s
accumulation balances – ECPI

Tax outcomes – non deferral
• CGT from the event is taken into account in determining
funds net capital gain or loss
• First offset current year capital losses against current year
gains
• Then apply prior year capital losses to the remaining
amount
• Then apply the general 1/3rd discount if allowed
• Amount remaining is the net capital gain for the year and
for tax calculations
• Then ECPI % would determine how much of the gain is
attributable to the accumulation balance
• When asset is eventually sold, usual CGT rules apply; this
would be on the reset cost base

Tax outcomes – deferral method
2017 Financial year
• Trustees ignore current and prior year losses
• General 1/3rd discount would be available
• Then,
Then usual apportionment for ECPI %
• Notional gain is then deferred until the year of actual
sale
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Tax outcomes – deferral method
The year of actual sale:
• Two amounts now need to be picked up
– notional gain &
– gain/loss on sale

• YYou can apply
l currentt year llosses and
d carried
i d fforward
d llosses
to both
• You can then apply the general 1/3rd CGT discount to any
remaining gain on the actual sale (but not the deferred)
• Then, usual apportionment for ECPI % for actual gain (don’t
apply again to the deferred gain – already done)

Comments to note

Comments to note
• Sale is treated as being for market value consideration
• All amounts included in CGT assets cost base prior to
“repurchase” are taken into account
• There is a deemed sale for CGT purposes (CGT event A1) &
a deemed repurchase of the asset at market value
– Segregated
S
t d asset:
t D
During
i the
th pre commencementt period
i d
– Proportionate approach: Immediately prior to 30 June 2017

• Costs incurred on asset post reset can be taken into
account for a future CGT event (as usual)
• As it is a “deemed” sale, no GST event, no reset of the
45/90 day imputation credit rules, no reduction in the
capital allowance / works area
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Comments to note
• Under pooled approach
– rules do not seem to require a pension to be in
existence at 9 November 2016
– Take note of anti
anti‐avoidance
avoidance provisions

• Under segregated approach
– would need to be segregated pension assets – so a
pension would have been in place

Anti‐avoidance measures

Applying the relief
“It would be otherwise inappropriate for a fund
to wash assets to obtain CGT relief or to use the
relief to reduce the income tax payable on
existing assets supporting the accumulation
phase”.
Initial Explanatory Memorandum
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LCG 2016/8
• Provisions appear only for funds where assets need to
be re‐proportioned to comply with new balance
transfer cap rules / TTR changes
• Provisions should not be used to obtain relief for
accumulation assets
– May include commencing ‘new’ pensions pre 30 June 2017
& then ceasing pension within a short time frame

• Washing of assets would otherwise be inappropriate
• Overall Part IVA provisions may still apply
• Using measures to “cycle new assets into the
segregated asset pool” should not be carried out

Issues to consider

Keep in mind
• Is there a gain or loss on the asset currently?
• Valuation issues for both 2016 FY and 2017 FY
• Cash position of the fund:
– Can the SMSF pay the required tax for 2017 FY?
– Do they need to use the deferral method?
– Should they be using the deferral method anyway?

• Is the asset going to be sold in the 2018 FY?
– If so, keep in mind that the CGT 12 month rule will reset
and may therefore not apply
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Keep in mind
• When do clients expect to actually sell the asset and
what will the ECPI be at that time? If 100% ECPI at that
time, why incur CGT now?
– Retiring over next few years?
• Will fund be 100% (or close) in pension phase?

– If the
th client
li t only
l has
h a smallll balance
b l
above
b
$1.6m,
$1 6 will
ill
they have spent this “excess” by then?

• If applying the segregated asset approach to CGT relief,
make sure fund is actually segregated:
– Do asset values exceed pension liabilities (no partial
segregation)?
– Does deed allow segregation?

Further resources
• Treasury Laws Amendment (Fair and Sustainable
Superannuation) Act 2016
• LCG 2016/8: Superannuation reform: Transfer
Balance Cap and TTR reforms: Transitional CGT relief
for superannuation funds

Doing Business Update
Scot Andrews
Head of Advice
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Agenda
1. ASICs Approach
2. 2017 Compliance Program
3. Basic Deposit Product Advice

ASICs Approach
Recap: Limited Authorisation
• “....restricted in the scope of financial services
you can provide,
id b
but not iin respect off the
h
obligations you must meet.”

ASICs Approach
Deputy commissioner Greg Tanzer, August 2016
“We’re going to conduct targeted surveillance
on some licensed
li
d accountants to assess whether
h h
they’re meeting their ongoing obligations when
giving financial product advice in relation to
SMSFs.”
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ASICs Approach
SMSF Conflicts Priority ‐ SECT 961J
need to comply with the best interests duty and
related
l d obligations
bli i
– including
i l di the
h conflicts
fli
priority rule which will be particularly relevant
to those who provide advice to set up an SMSF
and also do the accounting and audit.

ASICs Approach
Information Sheets:
1. Information Sheet 205 Advice on Self
Managed Superannuation Funds: Disclosure of
risks
2. Information Sheet 206 Advice on Self
Managed Superannuation Funds: Disclosure of
costs

ASICs Approach
Next 12 months
• visit a small number of licensed accountants in
each state to understand how they are
operating
• conduct targeted surveillance on some
licensed accountants to assess whether they
are meeting their ongoing obligations
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2017 Compliance Program
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Training
Website / Marketing
Registers
PI Declarations
Advice Audit

Also, Follow up any past remedial actions

2017 Compliance Program
Your Training
Hours of
CPD

Attendance
at PD &
Conference

Knowledge
Areas

Maintain
Register

2017 Compliance Program
Your Website & Marketing
1. Disclosures
2. Warnings
3. Restricted Terms
4. Generalised and not too specific
5. Links to FSG, Privacy Statement
6. Email Signatures
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2017 Compliance Program
Your Registers and PI
• CPD Training Register
• Complaints Register
• Signed PI Declaration – December 2017

2017 Compliance Program
Advice Audit
• At least every 12 months
• Email sent to you confirming time in advance
• 20 minutes on phone with compliance
manager
• Feedback and Q&A

2017 Compliance Program
Preparing for your Audit
• Access the online SMSF App
• Read the Compliance Manual
• Read your Financial Services Guide
• Have questions ready
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Basic Deposit Products
Set Up
Wind Up

SMSF

C t ib t
Contribute
Pay Benefits
Pensions

Basic Deposit Products
Set Up
Wind Up

SMSF

Contribute
Pay Benefits

Basic
Deposit
Products

Pensions

Basic Deposit Products
Set Up
Wind Up

SMSF

Contribute
Pay Benefits

Pensions

Cash Management

Basic
Deposit
Products
Term Deposits
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Basic Deposit Products
2016

Feb ‐ March 2017

March + 2017

Adviser Training

Documentation

Authorisation

• Webinar
• CPD Plan

• Financial Services Guides
• Statement of Advice
• Compliance Manual

• ASIC Register
• Certificates
• CPD

Team
Scot Andrews
Any compliance queries.
scot.andrews@meritwealth.com.au

Elyssa Feekings
Administration, PD, training additional
authorised advisers
elyssa.feekings@meritwealth.com.au
Vivian Wang
SOAs and para planning
vivian.wang@meritwealth.com.au

Team
Garth McNally
Garth is your Go to man for superannuation
technical issues .
garth.mcnally@meritwealth.com.au
Justin Viney
If you need advice beyond your Limited Authorisation.
justin.viney@meritwealth.com.au
David Moss
New LAR Appointments
david.moss@meritwealth.com.au
Helen Costi
when you’re not sure who to talk to.
helen.costi@meritwealth.com.au
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Your 180 Day Marketing
Plan
Justin Viney
National Practice
Development Manager

What this is about

Making the most of
h superannuation
i
the
opportunity in 2017

Your 180 day Marketing Plan
“Success occurs when opportunity
meets preparation
preparation”
(Zig Ziglar)
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Why a 180 day Marketing Plan?
• Opportunity = Changes to
superannuation ‐ time limited – 30th June
2017
• Preparation = February to July is where
all the activity will occur

For accountants
There has never been a better opportunity to
position yourself as your client’s SMSF adviser

And if you don’t…………
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2016 SMSF STATISTICS
Number
of SMSFs

581,736

Members
by Age

33,022

28% = 55 to 64 yrs
23.8% = 65 to 74 yrs

SMSF Members

1,098,799

New
Contributions

2016
New Funds
Established

$33 Billion

Total Assets in SMSFs

$611 Billion

Here are some of the changes
New $1.6M lifetime
limit on after tax
contributions: from
1/7/17

Transitional rules around using
the next 2 years after tax
contribution limits (bring
forward rules)

Lower limits on before
tax (concessional)
super contributions:
$25K for everyone
from 1/7/17

Changes to higher
income earners
contributions tax –
lower income
threshold

You may be able to carry
forward unused before tax
(concessional) contributions
over a rolling 5 year period
from 1 July 2018

Allow tax deduction for
super contributions for
all clients regardless of
other employment
income

New lifetime limit on buying
super pensions of $1.6M

Getting a plan together – 4 phases
Planning

Preparation

Implementation

Outcome
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Phase 1 – the plan
What is your objective? What do you want to
achieve by 30 June 2017?
•
•
•
•

Service existing SMSF clients?
Grow SMSFs from within your client base
Prospect for new clients?
Just cover your costs or generate additional
revenue?

Phase 2 – the preparation
Define your target market ?
• SMSF clients
• Individual clients
• Prospects
Use your data base to identify your target
market

Phase 2 – the preparation
Understand your resource requirements
• How many clients?
• How many meetings?
• How many follow up calls?
• How many letters?
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Phase 3 ‐ Implementation
Marketing Activities – Passive or Active
Passive
Passive Marketing you put content out and then
wait for a response. This could be advertising,
newsletters web site content,
newsletters,
content group emails
Active
Direct contact , e.g seminars, phone calls, client
meetings, individual emails,
Passive easier BUT results much better with active

Phase 3 – implementation
Marketing Events – what type and how many?
• Informational activities – Newsletters,
Seminars, Webinars – how many and when?
• Direct client calls and meetings – follow up on
the informational activities
• Build timeline and schedule (appoint a
champion to drive and manage)

180 day Marketing Plan ‐ EXAMPLE
Month

Event / Activity

Due Date

Responsible

February

Newsletter
Website update

Feb 15
Feb 20

Joe
Sally

March

Seminar

March 15

Mary
Tom

April

Newsletter
Seminar
Client meetings

April 6
April 14
April 1 to 20

Joe
Tom
Mary / Joe

May

Newsletter
Email follow up
Client meetings

May 10
On‐going per schedule

Mary
Joe
Mary / Joe

June

Implementation

June 1 to 26

Tom

July

Review activity
Results

July 27

Sally
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Your 180 day Marketing Plan ‐ EXAMPLE
Month

Event / Activity

Due Date

Responsible

February

Newsletter
Website update
Seminar

Feb 15
Feb 20
March 15

Joe
Sally
Mary
Tom

April

Newsletter
Seminar
Client meetings

April 6
April 14
April 1 to 20

Joe
Tom
Mary / Joe

May

Email follow up
Client meetings

May 10
On‐going per schedule

June

Implementation

June 1 to 26

Mary
Joe
Mary / Joe
Tom

July

Review activity
Results

July 27

Sally

March
Direct
Client
Contact

Phase 4 ‐ outcomes
• Finalise all client changes
• Internally do an assessment on what your plan
delivered
‐
‐
‐
‐

Whatt worked?
Wh
k d?
Keep track of KPI’s – eg for new clients, #, source,
Get feedback from clients ‐ very useful
Were your objectives met?

Pipeline management
Goal ‐ get as many prospects into the pipeline
as early as possible.
Ideal Pipeline
Suspects: 100
Prospects: 75
Qualified: 50
Closable: 25
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Resources available to you
Seminars

• Key benefit is leverage
• Same content delivered to 50 clients in one hour vs
50 hours
• Must create compelling reason to attend
• Event Planning is critical

Seminar kit
Merit Wealth Seminar Kit – A Turnkey solution
Includes:
• Speaker presentation & notes (you become
the expert)
p )
• Seminar program checklist
• Template invitations, feedback forms
• Everything you need to organise and run a
successful seminar

Other resources available
• Merit fact sheets
• A client newsletter we will create on
superannuation changes
• Access to full Merit Advisers where your
clients need extended advice
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To access the resources
Contact Justin Viney
– 1300 785 611
– 0403 137 913
– justin.viney@meritwealth.com.au

Don’t fall into the trap of giving
away your expertise
The Business Opportunity
• Productise your offer
• The value you are providing is significant
• Consider a set fee for service, for example:
‐ SMSF Tax Changes Review $1,500.00
‐ Individual Super Review $595.00
• Positioning to clients information and advice
provided is very valuable, many times more than
the cost.
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